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The Visual Experience, p.266 “The Renaissance” 
Directions: Please read the text and look at the pictures. Remember to read the captions under the 
pictures. When you are done reading, use the key words on the next page to fill in the missing 
words. Please use pencil. (4PTS Each) 
The Renaissance began in the __________. Renaissance is a French word which translates as              
____________________. During this time Leonardo ____________ explored the fields of optics,           
mechanics and _________________.Christopher Columbus set out to explore the Americas and           
Nicolaus ___________________ a polish astronomer theorized that the earth may revolve around            
the ______. Christians preserved and copied Roman statues as the Romans had preserved and              
copied ____________ statues. Fillipo Brunelleschi built The Dome in Florence, Italy, by studying the              
______________ which was built by the Greeks. It is still the ____________ dome in the world. The                 
statue in the picture on page 267 is Saint ____________ in a naturalistic pose. On p. 268 the picture                   
depicts a painting by __________________. Jesus is in the center of the painting called The               
______________ ________________. The buildings are three dimensional because the space they           
are in creates ___________. This may be the first painting to use one point linear perspective. The                 
High Renaissance lasted about __________ years. Raphael painted The School of Athens in the              
late 1400’s. This painting depicts __________________, Plato and Aristotle, the great Greek            
philosophers. 
Leonardo da Vinci painted The Last Supper, which depicts Christ in the center of the               
_____________. Michelangelo sculpted ___________ and painted the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel            
on page 272. The Protestant Reformation began in 1547.During the Reformation, the printing press              
was invented and copies of the bible became available to those who did not know Latin. The                 
Baroque style began in the 1600’s. ______________is a famous Baroque artist who used contrast.              
He painted the Adoration of the Maji, in 1646. This is the time when the Catholic Church and                  
Protestant church became separate. Rembrandt was a well known painter during the Enlightenment.             
During this period of art the first ________________was used to view the planets by Galileo. Oil                
paintings created the illusion of space and naturalistic detail so well it seems very real. The painting                 
by Peter De Hooch shows a dog, a mother and a ____________. After the Enlightenment, the next                 
styles of art were Rococo and _______________. On P. 282 the artist Delacroix depicted a               
___________ in the Middle East in 1863. The State Capital Building in Richmond             
________________is an example of Neoclassicism. The other 2 ism styles are           
__________________ and Impressionism. Circle which of these styles is used to build the NM State               
Round House Building?  
 

1. Venice 
2. Greek 
3. 1400’s 
4. tallest 
5. Mark 
6. Masaccio 
7. Da Vinci 
8. Jesus 

9. Pantheon 
10. sun 
11. Tribute Money 
12. anatomy 
13. rebirth 
14. depth 
15. Neoclassicism 
16. Copernicus 
17. child 

18. Virginia 
19. Castle 
20. Moses 
21. table 
22. Realism 
23.  Telescope  
24.  Socrates 
25.  Rembrandt 

 

 
 


